An effective field theoretic description of the Isgur-Wise function in heavy-meson transitions is presented which emulates soft interactions by a fermion worldline with an infinitesimal selfintersecting loop. A point-splitting regularization technique is used, which replaces pointlike worldlines by "ribbons" in the sense of Witten. The calculated vertex function is correctly normalized, does not depend on the heavy-quark mass, and complies with different sets of recent experimental data of the ARGUS and CLEO collaborations. *
Introduction
In recent years a whole body of knowledge has been developed about the weak decays of hadrons containing a single heavy quark (see, e.g., Ref. 1). The strong interactions of such a heavy quark with light quarks and gluons can be described by an effective field theory which is invariant under changes of the flavor and the spin of the heavy quark and involves a single universal vertex function (form factor), introduced by Isgur and Wise, 2 which contains the strong interactions of quarks and gluons.
This function is independent of the heavy quark mass and depends only on (the invariant product of) the four-velocities of the initial and final state mesons. Lacking an analytical understanding of the confinement dynamics, the Isgur-Wise function cannot be calculated from first principles within Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). Current nonperturbative calculations utilize QCD sum rules or lattice simulations, employing heavy-quark symmetry.
In this paper we report on an alternative computation 3 which attempts at emulating the IsgurWise form factor by a universal vertex function, responsible for the elastic scattering of an infraparticle. 4 Technically, this is achieved by recasting the field theoretical system into particle-based language, 5, 6 and employing in the evaluation of the particle path integral a self-intersecting worldline (contour) with an infinitesimal loop. The latter serves to simulate the transport of the intact soft boson "cloud" through the interaction point, and gives rise to an exclusive form factor. An introduction to the basics of this approach has been given in Ref. 
8,9
Let us now turn to the following generic process: an infraparticle propagates from point x along a smooth worldline, say a straight line, with four-velocity u 1 (τ ) to point z, where it is suddenly derailed by a dynamical "pinch", and then proceeds to propagate on another smooth (straight) worldline, characterized by a four-velocity u 2 (τ ), until it reaches point y. Such a process can be adequately described by an appropriate three-point function Γ(x, y, z) which accounts for the four-velocity change at z, and which labels initial and final states by four-velocities: Dissecting the particle's worldline into three disjoint branches L xz − , C zz , and L z + y (where z ± = z ±0 + to denote that the crossing point z has been excised), the expectation value of the Wil-
A . The contribution associated with the overlap of the soft boson "clouds" during the four-velocity transition process is encoded in the factor involving the loop C zz (left panel of Fig. 1 ), the latter to be entered and exited smoothly with four-velocities u 1 and u 2 , respectively. Accordingly, the three-point function becomes the product of a purely kinematical factor G(x, y|z) which describes coexisting in and out four-velocity states, described by infrapropagators, 13 and a factor G (1) (z, z)
which is associated with a single loop that shrinks to zero (see for details Ref. 
where θ = u 1 · u 2 . In order to disentangle IR from UV effects, we make a RG scale readjustment to tune the coupling constant to values pertaining to the IR domain:
The parameter k may be viewed as relating long-and shortdistance regimes. Performing renormalization, the result for the three-point function reads
from which the nonperturbative part of the vertex function is obtained by removing kinematical contributions according to The final result is the following universal (i.e., mass-and contour-independent) expression
which can be analytically continued to Minkowski space 
The result of this first-principles computation is correctly normalized (ξ(w = 1) = 1), and yields for the rather typical values k ≈ 8 and α s ≃ 0.21 the model form ξ(w) = 1 − exp − 0.582
This vertex function is shown in Fig. 2 in comparison with other theoretical calculations together with the experimental values reported by different collaborations (see Ref. 8 for details and references). In the kinematic region accessible to semileptonic decays (1 ≤ w ≤ 1.6), Eq. (8) has physical characteristics close to those expected for the "true" Isgur-Wise function, except for the slope at zero recoil which turns out to violate the Bjorken bound. This is due to the Abelian setup, which is too simplifying a scheme to accomodate all nonperturbative phenomena of QCD.
